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By Brian Bradford

Jaded Ibis Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Anne Austin Pearce (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Funny, heartbreaking, and
unorthodox. Greetings from Gravipause is so good on so many levels, it is hard to believe it is a first
book. Brian Bradford exhibits a precision and a playfulness with language that strike a rare,
gratifying balance between wise guy and repenter. Moments throughout this novella tickle and
punch at once, and the book itself is part exorcism, part exultation. Welcome to this new church
where the guilty can find a good drink and where laughter is an absolution. For those of us who ve
desired the arrival of a fully-formed voice that s funny, heartbreaking, and unorthodox at once,
Brian Bradford is who we ve been waiting for. -BJ Ward, Author of Jackleg Opera Whether it s a fully
realized, multi-faceted musical composition or a unique universe, or both, in Greetings from
Gravipause, Brian Bradford has crafted a whole world, at once familiar and strange, out of language
very much his own, and now ours-which is what we ask of art. -Ellen Akins, author of Home Movie,
World Like a Knife, and...
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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